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Great game. I appreciate how the devs took the concept of Train Valley and thought of how to make Train Valley 2 a little bit
different. I can't say that one is better than the other, but I would say that I do prefer Train Valley 1 over this new one, and was
hoping for more of the same, but TV2 is fun too.

It took me about 12 hours to play through the 20 levels that are in the EA version of the game. It was totally worth my $10. I
enjoyed myself and I've got a game that I could play all the way through.

I'm really looking forward to the full release with 30 more levels to play through and the level editor. That level editor is going
to be fun to play with and give us many more levels to play as the community produces them. Hopefully someone will come up
with a level that is a little more hectic and even more challenging to play!

A warning though, there is only really one sound track and it just plays over and over again. I've had it stuck in my head for days
now and I'm looking forward to the day that I get something else stuck on an ininite loop in my brain.. I would have rated this
thumbs up if it were not for the tedious "kill a hellton of enemies" achievement.
 Fug that.. Beautiful game. Similar in aesthetics to Osmos. Good game!. 0/10
Would not recommend.. This is the one Spiderweb game that I have not completed, and do not like. I have played all of the
Geneforge series, all of the original Avernum games, except 1-3, and all of the Avadon games. I have played all the Avernum
remakes, and then I played this. I do not like this game, it is the single outlier on the graph, the only one I have given a negative
review.

Spiderweb games have three main things that draw me to them: Great combat, fantastic worlds to explore, and amazing story
lines and characters. This game either lacks one of these things, or destroys them. Let me elaborate on these three points.

Maybe I am just bad at the game, and that is why I don't enjoy it? Some people will claim that. But I don't think so. I played
through all the other games and beat them, though not without some difficulty of course. The fighting in this game just seems to
rub me the wrong way. The combat difficulty is heavily increased, the hardest (in my opinion) out of all the other games. I have
tried several different builds, and even the ones recommended on the forums in case I was doing something wrong, but nothing
was changing for me. It is actually kind of crazy how difficult this game is, as soon as you leave the starting area you can be
totally destroyed, even on the easiest difficulty. I actually had to lower it to the very easiest, and still wasn't having any fun.
When the combat in this game isn't any fun, that is half of the game that no longer appeals to me.

As for the second and third points. The world changes and is literally destroyed the more time you take, until eventually entire
towns and quest-lines are just gone. I like to take my time in these games, find all the secrets, and explore everything. I don't
want to be rushed through the whole game, a clock constantly ticking in my ear, counting down until the next area of the game is
ruined. The timer literally destroys the characters, settings, and quests that make these games so great, if you take too long
exploring the fantastic world that you want, and are encouraged, to explore. It is a strange dichotomy, a balancing act that I just
can't seem to get the hang of. It just isn't fun. There goes the rest of what makes these games appealing to me.

I honestly love all of the Spiderweb games, each and every one had given me dozens, some even hundreds, of hours of fun that
other games just cannot seem to replicate; but Avernum 3 commits the cardinal sin of gaming for me, not being fun. I bought it
full price when it came out because I was so excited to play it, since then I have picked it up, and put it down again, over and
over. I just don't like it, and I have to give it a negative review.. I've played a number of these text adventure games, and not just
from Hosted. They've been somewhat of a passion of mine; the idea of controlling a story is a great one, and a text based game
allows for more depth in every choice whereas other games may not.

That being said, Tin Star is one of the greatest "choose your own adventure" games I have ever played. The claim that this game
has over a million words sounds like there will be long, boring paragraphs of unnessesary flavor text, but that's not the case at
all.

Sure, the game can be long winded, but only when describing an important scene. Words aren't thrown about carelessly and are
used to craft the expierence at nearly every turn. This game is long in the best way, always dropping new and intriguing
characters and challenges for you to overcome as the Marshal of Lander County. It's great, and don't let that long word count put
you off. There is a lot of GREAT content to be had here.
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That said, the story itself it stellar. Without spoiling much, you are the new Federal Marshal of Lander County, a wild western
place out around Nevada. You will face a multitude of interesting problems, facing off with interesting villians, making great
friends, battling the elements, and truly role-playing your own character.

I'm serious when I say this is a true RPG. You create your own backstory and name; they don't make you play as a pre-existing
character like some of them. You can be as mean or kind as you want, as persuasive, intimidating, or deceptive as you want.
You can use your head, friends, or just your guns to overcome you problems. You have stats to level that affect things, hundreds
of choices, big and small, that affect who you are, how people thinkg about you, and how the world changes. I have NEVER
seen this much freedom in one of these games. Sure, the progression of the story is linear, as you will always face the same
setpieces in the same order, but you have so much freedome when it comes to tackling everything.

I mean, when dealing with potentially dangerous situations, you almost always have the option to just say
"\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665it" and pull your pistol and start shooting. You could talk everyone down, or try to, but why do that
when your choice of four or five pistols is hanging on your hip? Hell, I'm fairly certain you can kill half the named characters in
the game by just shooting them when you first meet, and I'm not talking about the bad guys!

I can't recommend Tin Star enough if you are a fan of these games, and if you aren't a fan, this will make you one. Go play it,
and become the sheriff you want to be. It's awesome.. No, claimed there was siegeing and battle, there isn't, and its slow.
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A great little visual novel that continues the Without Within story. Take an afternoon to read through the series.. Very good
game, one of the best third-person shooters, excellent graphics with solid gameplay, a bit off on the voice acting and lip sync but
i don't mind. 8/10. You can enjoy the story accompanied by exciting music and handsome barrage

The plot is simple and short but fascinating

I wonder what happens to Misty after that

Looking forward to the sequel\uff01
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\u671f\u5f85\u7e8c\u4f5c\uff0c\u628a\u6545\u4e8b\u8b1b\u4e0b\u53bb. If it wasn't for the Steam Summer Sale I probably
wouldn't have known about this gem. As a child of the 80s, this appeals to me in every way: from the art, music (omg the
music!), and fast-paced action. I haven't had any multiplayer sessions yet, but I'm sure it's rage inducing haha One of the cool
aspects is using the guns to propel yourself upward too so you're not stuck on the platform where you spawn. Show the dev some
love and pick it up.. The name made me laugh. How the hell do you turn Oedipus into a dating sim? For those who don't know,
dating sims are... well, how to describe them. Basically they were invented in Japan, and they all seem to follow this basic
formula, you meet a bunch of people and you pick one or more and try to woo them with gifts, or by making conversation and
choosing enough \u201ccorrect\u201d dialogue answers. Then at the end of the game you win the happy ending if you have a
high enough love meter with whoever the lucky person is. They're quite basic, often sexist, and I've never found one that I
enjoyed. But I do try to keep an open mind about them, because I like the idea of a game that's about something as nice as love.
And I don't think that they inherently have to be bad games.

Not that I was expecting this to be the dating sim that finally impressed me. But I thought, they're trying something different,
something a bit daring, let's see what it's like. Plus it was like three bucks.

The story goes that you're Oedipus. You've just killed your father unwittingly, and you are approached by Dionysus, the only
Greek god with his own television show. He tells you that Jocasta is your mother and offers you a way out of your fate. Star in
his game show where you must woo several contestants, one of which is Jocasta. But their identities will be hidden from you, so
there is a chance that you'll still unknowingly end up with your mother.

But once the weird premise is explained and the game actually starts, the boredom begins. Talking to the bachelorettes feels
more like being at a job interview, if the job position was to be a philosopher. They all require alcohol and gifts to continue
conversation, and there are two ways to get money. One is by working, which is accompanied by a very basic and repetitive mini
game. The other way is to gamble, which will lose you all your money unless you just wait until you're feeling lucky (play
enough times and it'll just happen) and then you can safely gamble and triple all your money. So once you've discovered how
gambling works, money is no object at all.

At one point a security guard arrests you for being naked (since you're an ancient Greek) and allows you to take an ancient
Greek language test to prove you're who you say you are. The test is a real test of your ancient Greek though, so you have to
learn it, and not in a clever fun way. There's a huge list, like over a hundred words, and you're expected to memorise at least
some of it. I did not, but I bribed my way through.
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In the end, I was glad the game was over, which is a pretty bad sign. It took me about an hour. I think the problem is the game is
basically a joke, but it doesn't have the humour to back it up. In fact, a lot of the dialogue with the bachelorettes wasn't even
trying to be funny. It was like the game forgot it was supposed to be a parody. So sadly, I can't recommend this game to anyone,
not even people who really like ancient Greece, or dating sims, or weird indie games.
. Etherlords is Magic The Gathering meets Heroes of Might & Magic. There is a lot to enjoy here and it's one of my all time
favourites, something I just keep coming back to over the years, each time getting a little bit further. When I saw it was on
Steam I couldn't resist picking it up. I recommend playing it on Easy as some of the battles are extremely tough even then, and
playing as Vitalis first as it seems to be the easier campaign.

While the English voice acting could be better, the in-battle voices are all in fantasy languages which sound great! some of the
animations can take a little too long and the AI can make some weird decisions, but these don't take away from what is a very
relaxing and enjoyable game, with a nice, if sometimes erratic, difficulty curve. Great music, sound and creature designs
(seriously, what happened to good creature designs like this?) come together to create a rather under-appreciated experience.

Highly recommended for the MTG or other card game enthusiasts out there.. Nice little puzzler I think I remebered that it
stumped me a time or two that I had to look up what to do (find a little thing in an obscure place) other then that I just liked the
atmosphere and your little buddy
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